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CORPORATE Telecoms’ highly successful
Agent headset range, models 500 to 800, now
incorporates wideband technology as
standard.

Since the range was launched in April last
year, the company reports tremendous
success in response to demand from
customers for a headset offering high quality
at an affordable price.

Jason Welsh, Agent brand manager, said:
“After achieving record sales, we are
delighted to add even more value. By
taking the decision to upgrade the range to
wideband this is comparable to selecting
an HD-ready television.

“More and more call centre managers
want to make sure that – as the
adoption of VoIP increases – they have
the equipment in place to benefit from
the advances in technology.

“With wideband offering a much
improved experience with clearer more
natural sounding speech, it future
proofs your purchase. This will
ensure complete compatibility with the
traditional telephony systems and next
generation unified communications platforms
and keeps our Agent headset portfolio at the
forefront in an ultra competitive market.”

Last year highlighted that value for money for 

the customer was a key factor in the success of
the range.

Throughout the year more recognised
headset brands increased their prices at the
worst possible time, which led customers
with reduced budgets looking for an
alternative. The Agent range bucked the
pricing trend and is fast establishing itself as
a high quality, value for money brand. 2010
looks very exciting for the Agent range with
plans to introduce new products to the
portfol io and with our 14-day free no-
obligation trial on all our products there is no
risk to the call centres looking to get better
value for money.

� For more information about Agent headsets,
please contact: Dave Hodgson,

dave.hodgson@corpteluk.com; 01942
265135
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Commonwealth Close, Leigh Business
Park, Leigh, WN7 3BD, England

Our Agent headset range has just got better

Affordable and future proof: model
500 in Corporate Telecoms’ Agent
range of headsets
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